Article about the film ´Bad Boys II´

The film “Bad Boys II” is a film about two policemen named Mike Lowrey (Will Smith) and Markus Burnett (Martin Lawrence). The two policemen are friends from school and they like to bother other people. Lowrey and Burnett must follow a boss that deals with drugs. The boss is called Johnny Tapia. They have to do it quick because if they don’t 100 kilos of ecstasy will be spread over the city of Miami. There are a lot of action scenes and bad language.

But there is not only action because Mike Lowrey is together with Markus Burnett’s sister. The best scenes are a few action scenes. However, in the action scenes there is not only action because Markus Burnett says funny things. One example is the situation during a shooting: Markus only wants to talk with the enemy. Mike says to him: “Ok. Go, go on. Then, Markus begins to talk and Mike interrupts him saying that they can’t hear him because they are still shooting. In another action scene, the two policemen must save a car with two million dollars in it that is followed by a group of Haitians that want to steal the money. The best of the scene is when the two policemen are behind a truck that carries cars and the Haitians begin to throw the cars at the police. The two policemen are able to dodge the cars, but other police cars crash against the thrown cars.

The official song of the film is named “Shake Ya Tailfeather”.
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